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Forehead temperature website resource: https://www.thermoworks.com/covid-19-
screening 

 

From Rick Greenspan to Everyone:  11:06 AM 

At Peralta yesterday, we had a meeting of the CTE faculty with the lab science faculty.   They 
are really worried that they won’t have the funds to purchase PPE (no Strong Workforce for 
example).   Thinking about District wide “minimum” protocol and screening for everyone coming 
onto campus in the Fall. 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:08 AM 

Colleges have emergency state funding for 'supplies' for students. General budget and lottery 
funds are sources.  

 

From Mike Klyde to Everyone:  11:10 AM 

The money is there. For example, North Orange County Community College District received 16 
million in support when COVID hit. Half had to go directly to students. The rest of the money is 
probably still there. It is at Cypress and I am working with Academic Senate, the Union, my 
Dean and the campus Prez to get money allocated for what is needed to get lab going and 
maintain the supply of PPE and disinfecting supplies as they are used during each lab session. 
This money can also be allocated for the extra hours required to do lab for a class of 24, doing 3 
distinct lab sessions of 8 students each, for example. 

 

From Dave Brown to Everyone:  11:11 AM 

@ Mike Klyde:  Have you had it confirmed that those funds can be used for that purpose (three 
"shifts" of labs, for example)? 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:12 AM 

Yes I agree with Mike...you have to ask for the fiscal records...they are public records and might 
take a little work. BUT it is there  

DO not use your grants or SWP for this expense, not allowed.  

 

From DAVE ROWCLIFFE to Everyone:  11:12 AM 

No more working in teams? 

 

From Mike Klyde to Everyone:  11:12 AM 

In my opinion NO 



 

From Dave Brown to Everyone:  11:12 AM 

Teams separated by at least 6 feet at a time as indicated this slide. 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:13 AM 

Lab limit (fire limit) by the State is 4.5ft. So take your fire limit in the lab (campus MUST have 
that for planning) and divide by 1/2.  

 

From Mike Klyde to Everyone:  11:14 AM 

Cypress TTEN will only use two person teams for specific critical labs where safety is a huge 
issue, like drivetrain removal/re-install labs. 

 

From Russell Bacarella to Everyone:  11:14 AM 

Agree the mike I feel the whole idea is to keep everyone 6 ft apart 

 

From Paul Katson to Everyone:  11:14 AM 

"Policing" this could be a challenge for programs with limited staff or instructors that work alone.  

 

From Drew Carlson to Everyone:  11:16 AM 

We're having our students at stations that are a least 6 ft apart, and they will have to work 
individually.  Only 8 students in lab at a time.  Class size has been reduced from 30 to 16.   

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:16 AM 

We have created a 1) 'release of liability' and 2) our proposal states that 6ft when possible due 
to safety (moving or manipulating large parts or equipment).   

 

From Robert Jackson to Everyone:  11:16 AM 

small groups multiple labs 

 

From Frank Vasquez to Everyone:  11:16 AM 

no more 30 to 40 students per class. 

 

From Rick Greenspan to Everyone:  11:17 AM 

Classes will be the most dangerous for instructors, moving from one group of students to 
another; and teaching more than one lab.    Anyone thinking about instructors wearing N95 or 
P100 masks for instructor safety? 

 



From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:18 AM 

Yes we will have a 'schedule and attendance' record daily so the students are 10-12 max in lab 
this summer (hopefully) and 22 in lab max in FAll. 

 

From Alexander Jones to Everyone:  11:18 AM 

rotational auto and VR labs is something College of Marin is looking at. One group starts in auto 
lab and one in VR lab, then rotate after break. 

 

From DAVE ROWCLIFFE to Everyone:  11:18 AM 

if you donate blood right now they'll test for covid antibodies as part of the process 

 

From Dave Brown to Everyone:  11:18 AM 

Good question re: instructor safety. 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:18 AM 

YES only needed items, lockers will be outside and used daily 

From Angelina Alcantar to Everyone:  11:19 AM 

How do we deal with condensation issues with face masks and safety glasses? 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:19 AM 

LA County has free testing sites and you can even book day of, I checked last week. 

 

From Rick Greenspan to Everyone:  11:19 AM 

Peralta ran some make-up labs this month.   Turned out that a simple bathroom break, limiting 1 
person at a time in bathroom, took FOREVER ! 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:19 AM 

Anti fog spray or dawn dish soap on the safety glasses and do not wipe down, let air dry. 

 

From DAVE ROWCLIFFE to Everyone:  11:20 AM 

Well yeah if you have to disinfect the bathroom fixtures after each use like cdc suggests 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:20 AM 

No more lunch room area for students all must leave and check back in and get re-screened  

 

From Robert Jackson to Everyone:  11:21 AM 



limit lab time no more than 3 hours 

 

From Mike Klyde to Everyone:  11:21 AM 

N95 masks are quite restrictive. From all my research, they are not necessary for our 
environment but out campus is trying to obtain them if an instructor wants to wear them. I will 
wear a cloth face covering. From my research this will be sufficient. I was on a team of 7 that 
spent 4 weeks working on the TTEN safe/clean lab process. I can share those materials in a 
zoom meeting if anyone wants to see them. My research for this project is ongoing as new 
information is coming every day. Most of it is good, in the fact that touch points appear to much 
less of an issue than first thought. Cleaning is still important as a precaution but the main 
transmission form of COVID19 is by breathing in the virus, not getting it from a touch point then 
touching your face/nose/mouth. 

I agree, my class labs will be 3 hour sessions with all prelab work done, one person per lab. Do 
the lab sheet rotations then leave. Clarify, one person per lab work station 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:27 AM 

I would like to remind everyone that California is in a 14% increase in cases, on a moments 
notice we can have this all pulled back and close down the state! Just stay positive but realistic 
and make sure students understand we are doing our BEST to give them the BEST. 

 

From jsantin to Everyone:  11:27 AM 

I would love to have that info if you could pass it along. 

 

From Me to Everyone:  11:31 AM 

If you have links to information or resources you would like to share, copy the link into this chat 
box and we'll get them out to everyone 

 

From Rick Greenspan to Everyone:  11:33 AM 

How long do you plan to leave at end of class for students to sanitize/clean tools/cars? 

 

From Mike Klyde to Everyone:  11:34 AM 

mklylde@cypresscollege.edu if anyone wants to set up a time for me to show you the TTEN 
materials 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:36 AM 

we are allowing 20 min to clean before and 30 after because it is also tool check in. 

 

From DAVE ROWCLIFFE to Everyone:  11:39 AM 

almost all of the hs teachers I know think we all had covid months ago 

 



From Nicole Sherman to Everyone:  11:40 AM 

If anyone has resources you’d like to share with your fellow educators across the state, please 
email them to me: nicole@integrativeimpact.com. I’ll collect them and we’ll make them available 
on the ATL website. Thanks! 

 

From Patrick McGuire to Everyone:  11:42 AM 

As a benefit to us and the students I am looking for a more in-depth on-line student training on 
contagious disease prevention - something like SP2 - I think it would help with compliance and 
combat misinformation.  Does anyone know of a good source - maybe from nursing program? 

 

From Paul Katson to Everyone:  11:42 AM 

92 or 93 degrees? Is there a conversion for skin temp to body temp? 

 

From Eric Zebe to Everyone:  11:43 AM 

If your reading 92 degrees, your not getting an accurate reading and it becomes pointless 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:45 AM 

for sports medicine temp cannot be over 100.4?? since it is activity course  

For medical offices 100. is their limit  

 

From DAVE ROWCLIFFE to Everyone:  11:45 AM 

I'm getting 93.7 with a brand new Klein 

red cross limit is 99.5 

 

From Paul Katson to Everyone:  11:46 AM 

So at or near 93.7 skin temp is at or near 98.6 healthy body temp?  

 

From Bryan Perrin to Everyone:  11:46 AM 

My normal temp Is 97.0, at 99.0 I'm very sick. 

 

From DAVE ROWCLIFFE to Everyone:  11:47 AM 

Foreheads are continuously exposed to cooler air inside that changes the reading 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:48 AM 

if you purchase the distillery CDC approved it is cheap and easy to apply. kills immediately and 
can be used for hands and masks. School might have issue with purchasing from a distillery, but 
they have stock and CHEAP. I use that at home  



 

From DAVE ROWCLIFFE to Everyone:  11:48 AM 

Thermometers are put under the tongue for this reason 

 

From Paul Katson to Everyone:  11:52 AM 

Infrared thermometers we use in Auto aren't the same as the forehead thermometers used in a 
doctors office. 

 

From Drew Carlson to Everyone:  11:53 AM 

Our Auto program got our dean to lower our class limits from 30 to 16.  Normally this would 
never happen, but, under the circumstances, it was not an issue.   

 

From Kathleen Reiland to Everyone:  11:56 AM 

Thank you, Mike. Really appreciate your work on making it possible for students to do essential 
labs as safely as possible. 

 

From Paul Katson to Everyone:  11:56 AM 

Is anyone teaching courses this Fall 100% online lecture and lab? Which Courses? 

 

From Bryan Perrin to Everyone:  11:57 AM 

We are set up to do that this fall but it is a moving target 

 

From WENDY LUCKO to Everyone:  11:58 AM 

we are only doing consumer fundamentals online 100% 

 

From Paul Katson to Everyone:  11:58 AM 

Thanks Bryan. I am doing one now for summer with some take home tools as a pilot. Would like 
to share any ideas with anyone if others are going that direction. 

 

From David Lemmer-SRJC Auto to Everyone:  11:58 AM 

SRJC has gone 100% online/no touch which means no in person labs.  The health sciences 
department has been operating in person labs with very strict screening and ppe, they just had 
a student come down sick after passing the screen.  That person then tested positive for Covid-
19!  I don’t think this is with the risk for Auto programs.  IMO! Worth the risk! 

 

From Jonathan Polidano to Everyone:  12:00 PM 

what was the name of that VR training system?  

 



From Mike Klyde to Everyone:  12:00 PM 

Cypress is only doing Auto 101 which does to have lab as 100% online. The rest will have 
remote instruction and lab following the guidelines that maintain distance, masks, cleaning, 
mostly one person per workstation. 

 

From Mariano Rubio to Everyone:  12:01 PM 

Jonathan, it's TransFRVR 

 

From David Lemmer-SRJC Auto to Everyone:  12:01 PM 

SRJC to offer only Auto 100 (intro) and Auto 194 (intro to hybrid) no labs, all online. 

 

 


